
To You My Beloved,  
 
I decided to seek for your help in carrying out my last WISH on Earth to  
humanity relying on your honesty and sincerity.  
 
I picked you out from three personalities suggested to me after praying  
over them. I therefore hope you will never allow my dream die.  
 
My name is Elizabeth Taylor. I am 74 years old, Hollywood diva and former  
wife of Richard Burton of America from whom I inherited a fortune worth  
over $300 Million. But have over 9 Million Pounds deposited in a  
Financial Firm within Europe for charity purposes.  
 
Presently, I am in a hospital in Island of North Oahu, Howaii United  
States where I have been undergoing treatment for Alzbimer's disease  
battling with incurable heart condition,curvature of spine among others. I  
have since lost my ability to talk and my doctors have told me that I have  
only few months to live.  
 
It is my last wish to see this money (9 Million Pounds) distributed to  
victims of the World unforseen dissasters and other charitable  
organizations within the World.  
 
Considering the fact that I have in the past trusted relations and  
friends, but was rewarded with deceipt, betrayal, insincerity and wastage  
of my wealt since my present predicament,I no longer have the confidence  
in any of them to be entrusted with this humanitarian responsibilities.  
Friends today, Enemies tomorrow.  
 
I kindly employ you in the name of Almighty to help me claim and receive  
the deposit from the firm and distribute (Donations) it accordingly using  
your good judgment in this regard.  
 
Upon receipt of this deposit, you are required to keep 15% of it to  
yourself representing your expenses and efforts in claiming and receipt of  
the deposit.  
 
If you are willing to help, please reply as soon as you can. May the  
Almighty bless you and see you through in carrying out this my last wish  
on Earth.  
 
when I get your reply, I will then link you to my Attorney who will  
directly be dealing with you.  
 
Sincerely Yours,  



 
Lizzy Taylor. 


